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Please be neat in writing your answers. Also, clarity in your answers is important. Feel free to
consult the man and info pages that are available on the system you are working. You cannot surf
the Web!

Remember writing a script means simply writing the commands you need in the appropriate se-
quence. You can create temporary files in your scripts if you need, but make sure you delete them
by the end of the script. Note, a script can be passed one or more arguments.

1. (2 + 5 + 2 + 5= 14 points)

(a) What do you mean by a service that a computer system provides?

(b) Give examples of five services that a Linux system can provide.

(c) Where do you find information regarding what services can potentially be available on
a Linux machine? Note that services can be blocked by a systems administrator for
security or other purposes.

(d) How does the HTTP service work? Explain very briefly with a diagram.

2. (2 + 4 = 6 points)

(a) What command can you run on a Unix system to determine the network link from your
system to any other site on the Internet?

(b) Provide a printout of (or write down by hand) the machines that are encountered in
going from the machine you are on to the site www.apple.com.

3. (6 points) Write a script findMedia.sh that looks through all the files in the system to find
.jpg, .gif, .mp3, .mp4 files that are bigger than 1000 kilobytes and have not been accessed
at least 30 days.
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4. (6+6+6+6 = 24 points) Suppose you are given a US Census Bureau file called census.csv
with columns of data separated by comma. The CSV file has counts of which last name occurs
how many times in the US population Each value is separated from the others by a comma.
Assume the fields are: last name, rank, and count. For a last name, the data tell us the rank
of a last name in the population in terms of frequency of occurrence and the number of times
the last name occurs in the US. The file is sorted by rank with the last name that occurs
most frequently on top, the next being the second most frequent, etc. The file has 150,000
lines.

(a) Write a script breakup.sh that breaks up the census.csv file into smaller files, each
of a length l passed as an argument to a script. Show how this script is called. What
happens when you run this script?

(b) Assume in the census.csv file, the last names are in upper case. Write a script ccase.sh
that takes the file census.csv as an input and writes another file called ccensus.csv
out. In the written file, the first character of each last name is still in upper case, but
the other characters in the last name have been changed to lower case. Show how this
script is called.

(c) Write a script rsort.sh that takes the census.csv file as input and writes out another
file called rcensus.csv where the file has been sorted in the reverse order. In addition,
the file has the fields in a di!erent order: rank, last name, and count. Show how this
script is called.

(d) Write a script count.sh that takes census.csv as an input and only prints out those
lines to a file ncensus.csv that have the word son in the middle of the last name, i.e.,
son does not occur in the beginning or the end of the name. The script also prints out
how many such last names are. Show how this script is called.
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